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YS Hardware Product co., LTD established in 2013, produces metal products used in 

expressway, railway construction, garden, farm, orchard, commercial and industrial facilities 

and many other fields. Such as double wire fence, 3D mesh fence, garden gabion, garden gate, 

decorative garden fence, and many more other related metal products. Since our company 

has been established we strict with fully control with raw materials, production and finished 

products ' inspection, increasing our standard for producing and exporting metal products we 

can offer you quality product with completive price and reliable service, our products are well 

received by Germany, UK, Australia, and other European countries' customer.  

Purchasing is not easy work, except lower price, customer always pay more attention on 

products quality, so our worker always obey integrity-based, quality-oriented .We know 

clearly that the most important is customer’s require, thanks to our 10 years exporting 

experience, we can know your needs and markets clearly .We can give your more 

comfortable purchase experience besides quality product and low price. We welcome you 

inquiry in mail, sample or drawing. YS hardware will always continue to provide extra value in 

its products – be it for new or existing customers. Welcome your offer in mail , sample or 

drawing. Our goal is to successfully integrate beauty, security and strength to produce the 

ideal product for all projects.  

Company Profile 

 ------ONLY QUALITY PTODUCTS&SERVICE 
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Chain link fence also known as square mesh, woven mesh fence, is 

manufactured with hi-tensile wire. The chain-link fence no need for on-site 

welding or fabrication, people can stretch the woven mesh to cover uneven 

terrain, installed easily and fast. Smoothly and uniformly zinc coating not 

corrodes or rust for a period of 10 years, minimal your maintenance cost. 

Smaller mesh openings offering an unobstructed view, minimize the possibility 

facilitate climbing and cutting, supply you maximum protection, ensures your 

security of the property. Choose us you can get a complete line of gates and 

accessories. All fence type and details depending on your specific use and 

security requirements. 

 

Materials: High quality mild steel wire, stainless steel wire, aluminum alloy 

wire, PVC wires, galvanized wire 

Fence Type: Galvanized chain link fence, PVC coated chain link fence 

Features: Smooth surface, durable, knit simple and elegant appearance. 

Easy to transport and install. PVC chain link fences have different colors with 

decorative and antiseptic features in harmony with environment. 

Common Chain Link Uses: Dog and pet control fencing; Deer proofing 

gardens and land; Sports ground and school fencing; Garden fences 

and boundaries. 

Chain Link Mesh Fence 
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Specification Details 

 PVC Coated Chain Link Mesh  

Mesh Size Wire Diameter Width Length 

40mmx40mm (1.5”) 2.8mm--3.8mm 

 0.5m--4.0m      5m-25m 

50mmx50mm (2”) 3.0mm--5.0mm 

60mmx60mm (2.4”) 3.0mm--5.0mm 

80mmx80mm (3.15”) 3.0mm--5.0mm 

100mmx100mm (4”) 3.0mm--5.0mm 

Galvanized Chain Link Mesh  

Mesh Size Wire Diameter Width Length 

40mmx40mm (1.5”) 1.8mm--3.0mm 

  0.5m--4.0

m 
  5m-25m 

50mmx50mm (2”) 1.8mm-3.5mm 

60mmx60mm (2.4”) 1.8mm-4.0mm 

80mmx80mm (3.15”) 2.5mm-4.0mm 

100mmx100mm (4”) 2.5mm-4.0mm 

Remarks: other specifications could be produced according to your order.  
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Product Application Gallery 
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Welded mesh fencing comprises with high quality low carbon steel wires 

electrically welded together, more rigid than woven fences. You can easily 

erected welded mesh fence on a wide array of surfaces, enable condensed 

cycle time of slab casting,  enhanced your on-site efficiency, save your 

construction time，use this fence you don't need to worry about head-on hit 

from large animals, As manufacturer we offer you Factory Direct Price and 

Customization Service. All welded mesh fencing supply with full range of gates, 

posts and accessories. With just one investment, you can use the product last 

permanently, no more maintenance work, rather cost-effective， ideal for 

premises requiring high security project. The finished welded wire mesh offer 

flat and uniform surface, firm structure, good integrity. The welded wire mesh 

can be galvanized, PVC coated, or stainless steel welded wire mesh 

 

Welded Wire Mesh Fence 
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Specification of Welded Wire Mesh 

Opening Wire Diameter(BWG) 

In inch In metric unit(mm)   

1/4" x 1/4" 6.4mm x 6.4mm 22,23,24 

3/8" x 3/8" 10.6mm x 10.6mm 19,20,21,22 

1/2" x 1/2" 12.7mm x 12.7mm 16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23 

5/8" x 5/8" 16mm x 16mm 18,19,20,21 

3/4" x 3/4" 19.1mm x 19.1mm 16,17,18,19,20,21 

1" x 1/2" 25.4mm x 12.7mm 16,17,18,19,20,21 

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" 38mm x 38mm 14,15,16,17,18,19 

1" x 2" 25.4mm x 50.8mm 14,15,16 

2" x 2" 50.8mm x 50.8mm 12,13,14,15,16 

Technical Note: 

1,Standard roll length: 30m;width: 0.5m to2m 

2, Special specifications can be made according to customers requires. 

3, Packing: in waterproof paper in rolls. Custom packing available at request. 
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Product Application Gallery 
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Double wire fence is a flat panel, constructed from double horizontal wires and 

a vertical wire which can create a strong rigid fence when fitted to a RHS post or 

SHS post. Double Wire fence are also named as 2D fence panel, double rod 

fence panel or double rod gratings (grid fencing).Double wire fencing is a 

rigid yet unobtrusive mesh fencing system. It is often used as a perimeter fence 

for industrial or commercial premises and sport pitches where a strong mesh 

fencing system is require 

Material: Using high quality Iron Rod as raw material, the welded panel, after 

galvanization, powders primer, and powders top coating; it can resist the 

corrosive and ultraviolet radiation very strongly. The thickness of powder 

coating is 100 - 120 microns usually.  

Post of double wire fence: 

This System usually choose square post (50 × 50 mm, 60 × 60 mm), 

rectangular post (80 × 60 × 2. 5 mm, 120 × 60 × 3 mm) with the high strength 

and so on. With plastic caps or Roofing rain hat. The finished surface usually is 

Double Wire Mesh Fence 
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galvanized and powder coating, or alternatively. 

Fastenings: The Panels and posts are jointed together with bolts or rivets, 

using the steel flat bar or special steel clamps, all nuts are self-locking. This also 

can be designed as the special clients’ requests 

 

    

Welded Double Wire Mesh Fence 

Fence 

Panel 

Wire Diameter 

(Common Wire Type) 

8/6/8mm, 6/5/6mm, 5/4/5mm, and material is Q195, 

Q235 

Mesh Size 
50*200mm /55*200mm/50*150mm/55*100mm, can be 

customized 

Panel height From 0.4m - 3.03m 

Panel Width 2.0m, 2.5m as standard 
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Surface Treatment 

Hot-dipped Galvanized then PVC coating 

Electric Galvanized then PVC coating 

Hot-dipped Galvanized 

Fence 

Post 

Dimensions of Type 

Rectangle post/Rectangle post/Peach post/Round post,  

material is Q195-Q235, most common is 60x40mm post: 

Post  (4 options with different sections) 

•60x60mm and 50x50mm SHS steel Post 

•40x60mm RHS steel post 

•50x70 and 70x100 Peach shape post 

•48mm and 60mm Round section post 

Surface Treatment 
Hot-dipped Galvanized then PVC coating 

Hot-dipped Galvanized 

Fence 

Acces

sories 

Clips/Clamps 

(Link Post and Panel) 
Metal Clips and Plastic Clips, there are over 6 type as choice 

Rainhat or caps for 

posts 
Metal caps or plastic caps 

 

 

1. Double wire fence is more durable than single wire fence 

2. Simple operation and easy maintenance 

3. Uniform mesh, mouth surface and high quality 

4. Easy installation and removal 
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Product Application Gallery 
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3D mesh fence also called triangular bending fence ,curvy wire mesh 

fence ,3D security fence, security fencing, it is one kind of the welded mesh 

fences, formed by the iron wires, electronic galvanized wires, or hot dipped 

galvanized wires, which are bended to the suitable angle first, and then will be 

joined together by the welding of the welded mesh machine. After welding, 

there will be some more extra process to finish such as the coating, the PVC, etc. 

this fences are mainly used in parks, zoo fences, campuses, field boundaries, 

road traffic isolation, and temporary isolation zones. The specifications of 

highway fences are various, according to different terrain, different drawings 

are designed, and the production is evaluated according to the drawings. 

The curvy wire mesh fence system is consisted of wire mesh fence panel and 

post, and the two parts are connected together with accessories. 

 

3D Mesh Fence 
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Triangular Bending Fence Details 

Wire thickness  Mesh Opening  Height  Folds No.  Length  

Galvanized + 

Powder Painted 

3.8mm/4.0mm 

4.8mm/5.0mm 

5.8mm/6.0mm 

Galvanized + 

PVC Coated 

3.0mm/4.0mm 

4.0mm/5.0mm 

5.0mm/6.0mm 

Hot dipped 

Galvanized 

 

 

 

50*200mm 

55*200mm 

50*100mm 

55*100mm 

50*150mm 

55*150mm 

 

 

 

2030mm 

2230mm 

2430mm 

1730mm 

1530mm 

1230mm 

1030mm 

 

 

 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

 

 

 

1.5m 

1.8m 

 2.0m 

 2.5m 

 3.0m 

Color  RAL 6005(Green),  RAL 9005(Black), RAL 7016(Gray), RAL 

9010(White), Ral8014(Brown) 

Post  Round post, Square Post, Rectangular Post, Peach Post 

Other specifications are also available, all can be customized. 

FEATURER 

 High strength and rigidity because of its triangular bending structure. 

 Firm structure and strong welding spot for durability. 

 Corrosion, rust and weather resistance. 

 High adaptability, which makes the fence can be installed in various ground, 

such as concrete, sandy, or rocky ground, etc.. 

 Easy to install, the curved fence panel can be connected with the post easily. 

 Beautiful appearance, V-shape bending and various colors. 

 Long service life, because of its firm structure and good coating corrosion 

resistance.  
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Product Application Gallery 
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Anti-Climb Fence is another names are high security fence, anti-cut fence, 

clear vu fence or "PRISON MESH" or 358 wire mesh fence, it is a special fencing 

panel we can make in our city, this production offers the best value for 

performance, durability and appearance.'358' comes from its measurements 3" 

× 0.5" × 8 gauge which equates to approx. 76.2 mm × 12.7 mm × 4 mm in 

metric.358 mesh fence is wildly used for the places need high security 

protection, such as prison, military zone and other places need or have lower 

security control. 

Mesh fencing specially configured to provide maximum visibility, especially 

used for emergency and electronic detection systems.358 Wire mesh fence is a 

professional structure designed for high security environments, combined with 

an steel framework, coated with heavily zinc or   RAL color Powder coating 

 

Type: electric galvanized, hot-dip galvanized, PVC spraying and PVC coating. 

Surface treatment: Forms of corrosion resistance include electric galvanizing,    

and, PVC spraying and PVC coating. Good corrosion resistance, anti-aging, nice 

appearance, easy and quick installation.  

Anti-Climb Fence /358 mesh fence  
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Features: 

Anti-climbing: more small openings, no toe or finger holds. 

Anti-cut: robust wire and welded joints make cutting very difficult by bolt 

cutters and wire cutters. 

High strength welded at each intersection. 

Durable: covering Galfan and polymer powder coating ensure a long service life 

 

Anti-Climb Fence Details 

Panel size 

H*W (mm) 

Post size 

L*W*T(mm) 
Post Height 

Clamp 

Inter/Corners 

2000*2400 60*60*2.5mm 2700 7/14 

2400*2515 60*60*2.5mm 3100 9/18 

2997*2515 80*80*2.5mm 3800 11/22 

3607*2515 100*60*3mm 4500 13/26 

4204*2515 100*100*4mm 5200 15/30 

4496*2515 100*100*5mm 5500 16/32 

5207*2515 120*120*5mm 6200 18/36 
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Product Application Gallery 
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Roll top fence also can be call BRC fence or double loop wire mesh fence. It is 

a special welded wire mesh fence with a triangular roll top structure at its top 

and bottom. In fact, the name of “roll top fence” is derived from this .BRC fence 

is manufactured by bending the top and bottom on the basis of normal welded 

wire mesh fence. Except for that, BRC fence adopts the steel wires with larger 

diameter to resist external shocks. And the precise mesh structure guarantees 

a good view so that you can see whatever you want to see even at night. The 

panels have an attractive, unique and "user friendly" closed beam section 

located along the top and bottom edge of the panel, with no sharp or raw edges 

Currently, roll top fence is widely used in the regions of Singapore, Japan, South 

Korea and Southeast Asia. High-strength steel wires and an unique bending 

edges ensure its high safety; in addition, the structure on the top and bottom 

makes it more soft and beautiful to attract people’s attention.  

 

 

Roll Top Fence  
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Material: low carbon steel wire Q195, Q235. 

Surface treatment: 

 Hot dipped galvanized (505 g/m2). 

 Electro galvanized (zinc coating: 8–12 g/m2) then PVC/PE coated (thickness: 

0.8–1.2 mm). 

 Electro galvanized (zinc coating: 8–12 g/m2) then polyester powder coating 

(thickness: 0.1 mm). 

 Accessories: post and clamp system 

 Post Material: square steel pipe, round steel pipe. 

 Surface treatment: electric galvanized, hot dipped galvanized, polyester 

powder coating. 

 Thickness: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 mm. 

 Height: according to the panel height. 

 Post Type: round post, square post. 

 Dimension 

 Round post diameter: 48, 60 mm. 

 Square post size: 50 × 50, 60 × 60 mm 

Common specs. of Galvanized BRC mesh fence 

 Wire Diameter  Mesh Size  Length  Height  Round Post Size  Square Post Size 

4.0mm 

5.0mm 

6.0mm 

50x100mm 

50*150mm 

50x200mm 

75*200mm 

100x200mm 

100x300mm 

2000mm 

2200mm 

2500mm 

 

1030mm 

1230mm 

1530mm 

1830mm 

2030mm 

2230mm 

48x1.5/2.0mm 

60x1.5/2.0mm 

 

60x1.5mm 

60x2.0mm 

60x2.5mm 
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Product Application Gallery 
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Field fence is also named as Grassland Fence ,Farm Fencing,Horse Fence,Sh

eep Fence,Woven Wire ,Field Fence, stock fencing, cattle fence,hinge joint fiel

d fence.It is used for grassland, protection of ecological projects, grassland, 

forestry, highway and environment. Farm fence is manufactured in a wide 

selection of heights and styles featuring a graduated spacing that starts with 

small openings at the bottom which helps prevent entry from small animals. The 

hinge-lock knot allows the fencing to give under pressure and spring back into 

shape. 

Material: High quality galvanized wire 

Type: Fixed knot, Hinge joint knot 

Feature: 

1. Simple structure with less weight. 

2. Strong enough to keep livestock animals and retain its shape after fierce 

striking from aggressive livestock. 

Tight knots avoid two wires sliding along each other. 

3. Superb rust and corrosion resistance owing to its heavy zinc coating. 

Ensure a solid construction over any terrain. 

4. Available in various spacing configurations to keep horses, sheep, cattle, 

hogs and other animals. 

5. Easy to install in conjunction with timber stake or other post. 

6. Short installation period but long service life. 

7. Ease of transportation and ventilation. 

8. Easy to maintain using minimal cost. 

Application:  

1. Protect ranch, farm. 

2. Protect the forest and environment. 

3. Field fence for livestock. 

4. Isolation of livestock and projects.  

Field Fence 
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Hinge joint fence also known as hinge knotted field fence. Galvanized steel 

stay wire are individually cut and wrapped on the horizontal line wire, the robust 

hinge joints eliminated unwieldy wraps, twists and ties. The unique sturdy but 

flexible structure provides maximum strength and tensile strength to withstand 

impact from horse, cows, pigs, deer and goats. 

The height, length, and wire diameter are all can be customized by your 

request. 

 

Fixed knot fence 

Traditional field fences use a hinged joint knot to join the vertical and horizontal 

line wires and that can cause the knot to slide. A fixed knot provides a separate 

piece of wire to lock together vertical stays to line wire, increasing the strength 

of the fence.  This also allows for wider spacing between posts, thus requiring 

fewer posts. A fixed knot fence will not break under heavy pressure, unless the 

wire itself breaks.  This will save time and money on maintenance of the fence. 

Fixed knot fencing is also available in a variety of sizes and spacing.  The wire 

is covered with a tough layer of galvanizing and is available in Commercial, Class 

1, and Class 3 zinc. 

 

 HINGE JOINT FENCE 

Lighter grade field fence for less destructive applications. 
Generally recommended for sheep and goats 

Top and bottom wire                  

•Diameter: 2.5 mm. 

•Tensile strength: ≥ 710 N/mm2. 

Other wires 

•Diameter: 1.9 mm.  

Tensile strength: 440–540 N/mm2. 
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Simple in structure and less weight. 
Strong enough to keep livestock animals and retain its shape 
after fierce striking from aggressive livestock. 
 

This knot also uses a separated wire 

to wrap the vertical and horizontal 

wire together, which increases the 

strength of the vertical wire. It is more 

stronger than square knot,so this knot 

can prevent the crash of livestock and 

resist snowstorm 
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Code 

Filler 

Wire 

Gauge 

Top and 

Bottom 

Wire Gauge 

Vertical 

Wire 

Spacing 

Finishing 
Fence 

Height 

Roll 

Length 

Roll 

weight 

HHFF-1 9 9 6" Class 1 47" 330" 396lbs 

HHFF-2 9 9 12" Class 1 47" 330" 295lbs 

HHFF-3 11 9 6" Class 1 32" 330" 210lbs 

HHFF-4 11 9 6" Class 1 39" 330" 241lbs 

HHFF-5 11 9 6" Class 1 47" 330" 290lbs 

HHFF-6 11 9 12" Class 1 39" 330" 185lbs 

HHFF-7 11 9 12" Class 1 47" 330" 208lbs 

HHFF-8 12 1/2 10 6" Class 1 26" 330" 1 28lbs 

HHFF-9 12 1/2 10 6" Class 1 32" 330" 148lbs 

HHFF-10 12 1/2 10 6" Class 1 39" 330" 169lbs 

HHFF-1 1 12 1/2 10 6" Class 1 47" 330" 1 92lbs 

Table 1: Specification of Hinge Joint Fence 
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HHFF-12 12 1/2 10 12" Class 1 32" 330" 116lbs 

HHFF-13 12 1/2 10 12" Class 1 39" 330" 131lbs 

HHFF-14 12 1/2 10 12" Class 1 47" 330" 146lbs 

HHFF-15 14 1/2 11 6" Class 1 32" 330" 90lbs 

HHFF-16 14 1/2 11 6" Class 1 39" 330" 102lbs 

HHFF-17 14 1/2 12 1/2 6" Class3 39" 330" 98lbs 

HHFF-18 14 1/2 12 1/2 6" Class3 47" 330" 11 1lbs 

HHFF-19 12 1/2 10 1/2 6" Class3 39" 330" 174lbs 

HHFF-20 12 1/2 10 1/2 6" Class3 47" 330" 1 98lbs 

HHFF-21 11 9 9" Class 3 42" 330" 193lbs 

HHFF-22 11 9 9" Class 1 48" 330" 217lbs 

HHFF-23 13 10 1/2 6" Commercial 39" 330" 151lbs 

HHFF-24 13 10 1/2 6" Commercial 47" 330" 173lbs 

Spacing of horizontal wire: 

Vertical wire spacing16":6+6"+6"+6+6"+6+6",4"+5"+6"+6"+6"+7+7+7 

Vertical wire spacing12":4"+5"+6"+6+7+7+7"+7",6"+6"+6"+6"+6"+6"+6 

 

 

Code 

Filler 

Wire 

Gauge 

Top and 

Bottom 

Wire 

Gauge 

Vertical 

Wire 

Spacing 

Finishing 
Fence 

Height 

Roll 

Length 
Roll weight 

FHFF-1 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class 1 42" 330" 155lbs 

FHFF-2 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class1 42" 330" 182lbs 

FHFF-3 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class 48" 330" 203lbs 

FHFF-4 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class 1 42" 660" 358lbs 

FHFF-5 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class 1 48" 660" 405lbs 

FHFF-6 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class3 42" 300" 201lbs 

FHFF-7 9 3/4 9 3/4 16" Class3 48" 330" 201lbs 

 

 

Table 2: Specification of Fixed knot Fence 
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FHFF-8 93/4 9 3/4 16" Class3 48" 660" 402lbs 

FHFF-9 12 1/2 12 1/2 12" Class3 42" 330" 106lbs 

FHFF-10 12 1/2 12 1/2 12" Class 3 49" 330" 128lbs 

FHFF-11 12 1/2 12 1/2 12" Class3 42" 660" 223lbs 

FHFF-12 12 1/2 12 1/2 12" Class3 49" 660" 255lbs 

Spacing of horizontal wire: 

Vertical wire spacing6"or12:3"+312+4+41/2+5+51/2+6+7+8 

Vertical wire spacing9":6"+6"+6"+6"6+6+6",4"+5"+6"+6"+6"+7"+7+7 

 

Product Application Gallery 
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Temporary fence, also known as mobile fence, portable fence, is a kind of very 

popular temporary fencing in Canada and North America. It is an economical but 

efficient fencing type. It is ideal for construction sites and other sectioning-off 

areas to prevent unauthorized access. Temporary fencing is a modular and 

steady system for isolation & protection work of construction sites, accidents 

scene, municipal engineering, commercial area, residential use.  

Temporary Fence Type: 

Welded temporary fence  

Chain link temporary fence 

Temporary Fence Panel Can Be Welded Steel, Chain Link Woven Or Tube, 

Customized According To Australian And Canadian Standards 

Our temporary fencing systems can quickly and easily be installed, without the 

need to disturb the surface area by digging holes or laying foundations. 

 

Temporary Fence 
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Temporary chain link fence is made up of chain link mesh panels weaved by 

hot dip galvanized steel wire, tubular welded frame, clamps and stable fencing 

block. All panels are hand made by traditional craft from beginning to end. 

Technical workers use tension bars and tension bands to wrap the tie wire tightly 

around the tubular frame. And then a self-supporting and modular temporary 

fencing system is formed. As an economical and efficient fencing type, it is ideal 

for high-rise commercial construction sites, home developments, highway 

projects, store front renovations. Sandbags are a frequently requested add-on 

used to increase the overall constancy of a long line of panels. Our chain link 

temporary fence come in variety of widths , easy set-up and tear-down ,give you 

flexibility upon installation and save you time and money! 

Chain Link Temporary Fence Specification 

Material Low carbon steel 

Surface treatment Hot dipped galvanized 

Fence height 4ft, 6ft, 8ft or customized size 

Fence length 10ft, 12ft, 14ft, or customized size 

Wire diameter 2.5mm, 2.7mm, 3mm, 3.5mm, 4mm, etc. 

Frame tube O.D. 32mm, 33.4mm, 42mm, etc. 

Cross brace tube O.D. 25mm or 32mm, etc. 

Base size 610x590mm, 762x460mm, etc. 

Chain link mesh size 50x50mm, 60x60mm, etc. 
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Temporary welded fence  

Temporary welded fence a kind of very popular temporary fencing in Canada 

and North America ，The key feature of temporary welded fence is the solid 

frame welded by square or round pipes, fence panels shipped assembled, The 

temporary fence can be installed fast with just a couple nuts  bolts and saddle 

clamps. No need to dig holes, convenient for emergency situations. Galvanized 

temporary welded fence can remaining intact after moved over and over again, 

easy to transport and store after the project is done.  As an economical and 

efficient fencing type, temporary welded fence is ideal for isolation & protection 

work of construction sites, accidents scene, municipal engineering, commercial 

area . 

Temporary Fence Common Specification 

 Wire Gauge  3.2mm, 3.5mm, 4.0mm, 4.5mm or as request 

 Opening Mesh  60*150mm, 75*75mm, 75*100mm, 50*100mm etc 

 Fence Frame Pipe 
 32mm O.D.,38mm O.D., 40mm O.D., 42mm O.D., 48mm

 O.D. etc. 

 Regular Size  2.1*2.4m, 1.8*2.4m, 2.1*2.9m, or as request 

 Plastic Feet  600*220*150mm, or 580*245*130mm 

 Surface Treatment  Hot-dipped galvanized or electric galvanized 

 Part 
 Welded mesh Panel, Round Tube Frames, Plastic feet 

Clamp, Stay\Support 

  Temporary Welded Fence Popular Size 

 Wire Diameter  3mm 

 Mesh Opening  60x150mm 

 Panel Size  2100x2400mm 

 Vertical Pipe Size  O.D. 32mmx2.0mm, 150mm left at top and bottom 

 Horizontal Pipe Size  O.D. 32mmx2.0mm 
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 Base Plate  600x220x150mm 

 Part 
 Welded mesh Panel, Round Tube Frames, Plastic feet 

Clamp, Stay\Support 
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Fencing posts are the backbone and strength to your fence system as your fence 

posts support the fencing itself, so they need to be made of a durable material 

and installed properly to do their job. While preparing to construct your fence,  

we recommend metal fence post ,which is durable, lightweight and easy to 

install, choosing a good post does not only depend on your fencing and land, but 

also the animals you are raising and your budget, this fence post is excellent for 

prolonged longevity and low-maintenance fencing, we can offer mobile posts in 

various types and sizes ,not only use for fence system but also wildly used to 

protect gardens, fix plants, such as tomatoes, grapes and trees etc. 

 

Application: Farm Fence Support Piles 

Together Work with: Barbed Wire, Hexagonal Wire Netting, Electric Fence, Field 

Fence, Deer Fence, etc. 

Popular Size: 1.58kgs/meter, 2.04kgs/meter 

Popular Length: 1.5meter, 1.8meter, 2.0meter, 2.1meter, 2.4meter 

Weight per meters:1.58kg / m,1.86 kg / meters 1.9 kg / meters ,2.04 kg / 

meters 

Length:450 mm , 600 mm, 700 mm,900 mm, 1350 mm, 1500 mm, 1650 mm , 

1800 mm, 2100 mm, 2400 mm 

Y Fence Post 

 Protective wire mesh 
fencing of express 

highway and express 
railway 

 Security fencing of 
beach farming, fish 

farming and salt farm 

T Fence Post 

 Security of forestry 
and forestry source 

protection 
 Isolation and 

protecting husbandry 
and water sources 

U Fence Post 

U-posts are available 
in durable rust-

resistant green PVC 
coating, excellent for 

supporting lighter-
weight fencing 

materials. 

Fence Post  
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Material: Q235 OR rail steel, according to standard of A702-89 United states 

standard. 

Finishing: black bitumen coating or hot dipped galvanized 
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Vineyard post: Vineyard post, also called vineyard stake, vineyard trellis stake 

and grape trellis. It is a type of post for supporting grape and other fruit normal 

growth in vineyard, orchard, grape manor and agriculture plantation and 

farming. The installation of vineyard post is very simple, it needs no special tools 

and few labors compared with wooden vineyard post. The vineyard post is 

commonly made of hot dipped galvanized or PVC coating, guaranteed 

corrosion-resistant for up to 25 years. Hot rolled steel strip material protect your 

fruit to  stand up with  high wind and heavy weight .Higher strength than 

traditional wooden post, longer service life,  low maintenance ,increase your 

profitability. The metal vineyard trellis post is an ideal choice for your vineyard. 

 

Common Specification: 

Material: Hot Dip Zinc Coated Steel Coil Sheet, EN10327-DX51D 

Section size: 50x30mm, 50x34mm, 60x40mm 

Thickness: 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm 

Height: 1500mm, 1800mm, 2200mm, 2400mm, 2800mm, etc. 

Finish: a). Hot dipped galvanized, Zinc coating >275g/m2  

 b). Electric Galvanize 
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Wire clips are made of 11½ gauges heavy duty galvanized wire. It fits standard 

size 1.25 and 1.33 lb. studded t-posts. Just a half turn around the wire is all it 

takes to easily install.  The ends of the wire fence clips' fasteners are formed to 

provide tension when installed in order to keep the line wire tight against the 

post. Post wire clips usually use for attaching silt fence, barbed wire, smooth 

wire field fence or high tensile fence to t-posts, keeps barbed wire or woven field 

fence secure. Being lightweight and easy to use, Galvanized finish, 

Twisted-and-turned design, rust resistant and low cost makes T-Post wire clips 

ideal choice for growers. 

 

 

Post Clips 
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Whether you rely on a wire fence to keep your animals safe, or to mark a 

boundary, each strand of wire serves little purpose without the fence staples 

that hold it in place. Fencing staples are U-shaped with sharp points, used to fix 

fencing line wire securely to square or rounded wooden fencing posts. The 

larger the wire staple the greater the hold will be, heavily galvanized U staples 

can protect against corrosion and rust, stand temperature variation for a 

prolonged time. Fencing-nails can also fix rabbit wire, chicken wire, welded wire 

mesh and agricultural fences to timber stakes and posts, Used with any barbed 

wire, smooth wire or woven wire, easy to hammer, essential fixing accessory for 

your farm fence. 

FEATURE 

1. Designed for gardening and agriculture. 

2. U shaped head for binding the wires in position. 

Wire Fence Staples 
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3. Slice cut sharp point for easy operation. 

4. Great staying power and resistant to bending. 

5. Polished, copper-plated & galvanized for rust resistance. Complete gauges, 

6.length and sizes are available. 

SPECIFICATION 

Material: carbon steel Q195, Q235. 

Diameter: 9–16 gauge; Length: 3/4" –2"; Head type: U shape. 

Shank type: smooth or barbed. 

Shank diameter: 1.0 to 6.5 mm. 

Point: diamond point, cut point. 

Surface treatment: bright, electro galvanized, polished, copper-plated. 

Standard: ASTM F1667, ASTM A153. 

Package: 11 lbs. per box, 2 lbs. per box or bag, 1 lb. per bag, 55 lbs. per carton 

and as your request. 
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GARDEN PRODUCT 
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Decorative Garden Fence also called garden border edging fence, it is the basic 

necessity when your lovely garden is finished to protect the immature flowers 

and vegetables grow healthy. Thus decorative border fencing can be used to 

keep the small animals out, to a certain extent. Besides, we can use the flexible 

fencing surrounding the trees or shrubs plants in your garden. Defining the 

different planting areas is also an ideal choice. 

 

Garden Border Fence Specification Details 

Mesh(mm) Wire Size(mm) Width(m) Length(m) Weight(kg) 
Roll 

Diameter(cm) 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 25 10 2.83 23 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 40 10 3.62 23 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 65 10 5.21 23 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 90 10 6.81 23 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 120 10 6.31 23 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 25 25 7.12 33 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 40 25 9.05 33 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 65 25 13.1 33 

150x90 1.3/2.3-1.9/3.0 90 25 17.1 33 

Decorative Garden Fence  
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Material: Steel iron wire, stainless iron wire , Galvanized wire ,PVC coated wire, 

Color: White, Green, Blue ,etc. 

  

  

 

Easy cut to different size or length:The 

Length Depends on Your Needs: you could 

pull out the arched panel wire and cut off 

the twisted horizontal wires as your needed 

length. Easy to install in your garden as 

well when you decor or protect your 

garden, patio, pathway, vegetable filed or 

orchard. 
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Double arch top garden fence 
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Garden pond fence is made of iron wire to be welded into fence with machine, 

then powder coated with green color. The mesh fence is versatile - as a child 

protection fence for ponds, streams and pools, as a garden boundary, garden 

fence, and camping fence or as an animal enclosure and puppy outlet. 

Due to the natural and simple color, the pond fences can be ideally integrated 

into any garden environment. The uncomplicated construction is suitable for 

everyone and can be handled without additional tools. 

Material: Steel, including clamps for attachment. Metal powder coated green 

RAL 6005 protects the set from rust additionally. 

 

 

Garden Pond Fence 
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Fence Keeps Small Animals Out of Your Garden 

 

Specifications 

Material Low Carbon Steel Wire 

Size 650*710mm 

Wire diameter 4/2.5mm 

Color Green 

Surface treatment Powder coated 

Packing 1set/carton 

MOQ 100sets 

Application Outdoor Garden Fence 

  

 

The boundary pond fence is used as a child protection fence for ponds, streams 

and pools, as a garden boundary, garden fence, and camping fence or as an 

animal enclosure and puppy outlet. The small fence prevents anyone from 

getting too close to the edge and falling into the water.   
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Powder Coated Metal Garden Gate 

Euro Coated welded wire fencing Garden Gate was made of hot-dipped 

galvanized wire with Green or Black Powder Coated. With Great Rot-proof Ability, 

Solid Shape and Beautiful Appearance, It was widely supplied in Europe Market 

like Germany, France, Sweden, Italy, etc. 

All gate panels are professionally welded, we adopt pre hot dipped galvanized or 

powder coated to make it anti- corrosion & aging for prolonged use. Each metal 

garden gate fitted with a safety lock and three sets of keys, plus the mounting 

posts and bolt hinges, the installation work is very easy. 

Single Leaf Swing Garden Gate 

Single metal garden gate is consisting of welded steel mesh panel and stable 

post, there is round or square tubular post optional. It is decorative and safe for 

garden, hedges, patio or terrace to create a walkway to your manor. We also 

offer double metal garden gate for garden driveway requirement 

 

 

 Double Leaf Swing Garden Gate 

Double metal garden gate is manufactured from heavy duty steel, mainly 

including gate panel which in filled with welded wire mesh and stable posts 

made of round or square tube. The double leaf design allows any opening angle 

up to 180°. It is practical and safety for create a driveway to your manor.  

Single Leaf Gate 

Dimension: 100cmX100cm 

Mesh: 50mmX50mm 
Post: 60mmX1.5mm 

   Frame: 40mmX1.2mm 

Wire: 4.0mm 

Garden Gate 
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Double Leaf Gate 

Dimension: 180cmX500cm            Wire Diameter: 4.0mm, 

Mesh : 50mmX50mm                 Post: 60mmX1.5mm Frame: 

40mmX1.2mm 

Material: Low Carbon Steel Wire      Surface treatment: Powder coated 

Product Packaging Details: plastic filled inside per set, carton box outside 

per set, then on pallet or as customer request 

Product Feature: Easily Assembled, ECO FRIENDLY, FSC 

Garden Gate Dimensions 

Garden 

Gate (cm)                          

Post Dia. 

(mm)      

Frame Dia. 

(mm)       

Wire Dia. 

(mm  )    

Mesh 

(mm)    

Door Size 

(cm)      

Post Height 

(cm)      

100×100      60×1.5     40×1.2     4       50×50    100*87     150       

100×120     60×1.5     40×1.2      4             50×50     120*87    170       

100×125     60×1.5     40×1.2     4      50×50    125*87     175       

100×150     60×1.5     40×1.2     4       50×50    150*87    200        

100×175     60×1.5     40×1.2     4       50×50    175*87    225       

100×180     60×1.5     40×1.2     4       50×50    180*87     230         

100×200     60×1.5     40×1.2     4       50×50    200*87     250        

 

Gate Type       Frame Type      Post Type         Wire Diameter Mesh Opening    

Single Gate or 

Double Gate     

Round Tube or 

Square Tube     

Round Tube or 

Square Tube 

4mm or 5mm    50mmX50mm,    

50mmX100mm   

50mmX200mm    
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For a unique look in your garden you can choose Gabion fence.  If you prefer 

more sleek and modern styles, you can select garden gabions. Gabions are a 

creative design and versatile solution of separating a yard or garden.  Welded 

gabion basket is manufactured from galvanized mild tensile steel wire, 

anti-corrosion for a long service life up to 30 years. With spiral joints used to 

connect adjacent panels and prevent the basket from bulging, simply clip 

together to assembly. They are maintenance free and very durable. Gabion 

walls can be widely styles to satisfy your various designs. Such as retaining 

walls, beds, planters, benches and much more! You can sit them within each 

other to give a curved effect, methodically to presenting a new look in your 

gardens, terrace, parks and buildings for build a decorative but sturdy 

landscaping. 

 

Specification: 

Material: Heavy duty steel wire. 

Style: Circle, arch, square, rectangle, etc. 

Wire Diameter: 4–8 mm. 

Mesh Size: 5 × 5, 7.5 × 7.5, 5 × 10 cm, etc. 

Gabion post box: 44 × 31 × 143 cm. 

Circle gabion box: 180 × 10 × 90, 180 × 50 × 90, 160 × 10 × 70,  

Garden Gabion Fence 
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Surface Treatment: Hot dipped galvanized, PVC coated. 

Color: Rich black, dark green, sliver or customized. 

Components: Spiral joint, internal bracing wire. 

 

Table 1: Specification of Garden Gabion Basket 

Gabion Size (mm) 

L × W × H 

Wire Diameter 

mm 

Mesh Size 

cm 

Weight 

kg 

100 × 30 × 50 4 7.5 × 7.5 10 

100 × 30 × 80 4 7.5 × 7.5 14 

100 × 30 × 100 4 7.5 × 7.5 16 

100 × 50 × 50 4 7.5 × 7.5 20 

100 × 50 × 100 4 7.5 × 7.5 22 

100 × 10 × 25 4 7.5 × 7.5 
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Electro &Hot dipped galvanized wire mesh is used as tree guards to protect 

trees from browsing animals including rabbits, hare, and deer. These wire mesh 

tree protection guards are also installed in public amenity areas, parks, play 

areas and visitor attraction to stop dogs and the public from damaging newly 

planted saplings or young trees. We supply a range of mesh apertures from 50 

x 50mm, 50 x 25mm and 75 x 25mm and in various wire thicknesses. Supplied 

on rolls the mesh can be cut to form the diameter of tree protection guard 

required. 

 PVC coated welded wire mesh tree guards offers a longer lasting and 

more aesthetically-pleasing option to the purely galvanized product. It can also 

be used to protect small trees against grazing stock or for use in the urban 

environment. All variants are supplied in green, giving a more visually pleasing 

finish and ultimately blending in better with the surrounding environment 

 

Material: Low carbon steel wire, stainless steel wire. 

Feature: 

High quality steel wire  

Easily assembled  

Novel design, Practical, Rust resistant 

Surface treatment: black power coated, pvc coated, hot dipped 

Electro galvanized zinc 

Tree Guard Fence 

Green PVC Weld Mesh Tree Galvanized Weld Mesh Tree 

Guard 
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Weld mesh tree guards specification 

Mesh Gauge Height 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 10g 72" (1830mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 10g 60" (1525mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 10g 48" (1220mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 10g 36" (915mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 12g 72" (1830mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 12g 60" (1525mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 12g 48" (1220mm) 

3 x 1" (75 x 25mm) 12g 36" (915mm) 
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Cucumber trellis also named zucchini trellis, which is made of high quality 

galvanized steel wire with powder or poly coated finish. The steel wire forms grid 

panel with welded technology Long vines grows up on both side and climb along 

the tent-shaped support trellis. The large grid opening keep better fruits upright 

yet zero defects and easier picking.it can be used with two grid panel to form a 

A-shape trellis. Also it can be used with one grid panel and two stakes. The 

lean-designed shape allows your plants grow on both sides or makes the long 

vines climb other sides. Besides, you can plant cool-season plants in the shade 

under the trellis 

Cucumber trellis ideas, tips, & inspiration to help you grow healthier and more 

productive plant 

 

Garden Cucumber Trellis 
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Specification: 

Material: galvanized steel wire 

Wire diameter: 7mm. 

Grid opening: 4" × 4", 6" × 8". 

Size: 17-3/4" W × 58" H, 32" W × 48" H, 34" W × 48" H. Surface 

Treatment: powder coated, or poly coated. Color: red, green, gray 

Feature: 

Rust resistance. 

Save space. 

Keep cucumbers straight, clean, and unblemished. 

Increases harvest and minimizes diseases. 

Install quickly. 

Used in raised beds or gardens. 

Folds flat for storage off-season storage. 

 

Double-Panel Trellis 
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cucumber trellis is great for many other fruits and vegetables such as tomatoes, 

squash, grapes, and many more to，Our mesh wire panels are made of 

galvanized steel for outdoor durability and weather-resistant - perfect for your 

outdoor yard, planting, and gardening needs!  

Material: Heavy duty steel wire. 

Wire Diameter: 9, 10, 11 gauge 

optional. 

Height: 30 cm, 50 cm, 80 cm. 

Width: 25 cm, 30 cm, 50 cm. 

Legs Number: 1 or 2. 

Process: Welding. 

Surface Treatment: Powder coated, 

PVC coated. 

Color: Rich black, white, or 

customized. 

 Single panel trellis 
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Tomato cage is referring to round tomato cage which fully welding of heavy 

steel wires, similar function with tomato tower. Round tomato cages can 

supply all-round support for vine plants , such as tomatoes, hot peppers, peas, 

cucumbers, squash & zucchini, strawberries and raspberry, etc., 

Powder or PVC coated makes the cages anti-rust, ECO friendly and reusable. 

You can use it upside down for potted tomatoes if you want. Also you can easy 

to take up at the end of the season for storage.  

 Tomato cages can keep your vegetable upright without tied, easy assembly 

and stacked. Lattice-shaped column support can prevent fruits fall to the 

ground and reduce the second damage fruits caused by pests and disease.

 

 

Tomato Cage 
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Tomato Cage Specification Details:   

Height 

(cm) 

circle 

number 

circle size(cm) Carton 

size(cm) 

Weight(kg) 

45cm 3 14/16/18 46*30*38cm 9kg 

60cm 3 18/20/22 60*33*38cm 12kg 

75cm 3 24/26/30 79*33*38cm 15kg 

90cm 3 26/28/30 92*33*38cm 17kg 

120cm 4 26/28/30/32 122*36*30cm 20kg 

150cm 5 27/29/31/33/35 151*38*30cm 23kg 

Finish: Powder Coating or Galvanized 

Color Antique Black, White, Natural Rust, Zinc, As to customers’ needs 

Material Iron Wire or strip (Round. Square, Flat) 

Length 1000mm-1800mm 
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Super-Sturdy Tomato Cages Support Heavy Yields 

Tomato tower is also a favorite way for tomatoes which alike to round tomato 

cage in function. It offers all-round support and an ample space for supported 

plants to grow upright without tying. Tiered supporting rings keep plants & fruits 

get off the ground and ensure air permeability, first-class fruit quality, reduce 

the disease. 

Extra-strong tomato cages keep tomato plants upright for a bigger, cleaner 

harvest, Big, 8" square openings make harvesting easy 

Hinged panels fold flat for compact storage. 

 

Tomato Tower  
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Product Details 

Material Galvanized wire, powder coating wire 

Size: 40"-72" Height 

Wire Diameter: Gauge 9, 10,11 or as required 

Shape: Square tomato cage 

Rings 3Rings, 5Rings, 6 Rings,7Rings,8Rings 

Legs 3Legs, 4 Legs 

Surface treatment galvanized or powder coated 

Color green, red, silver, yellow, blue, etc. 

 

Square tomato towers are great for supporting fructuous and vining plants, 

such as tomatoes, hot peppers, pole beans, cucumbers, squash and zucchini, 

etc. Cages fold for easy off-season storage. 
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Plant supports are made of high quality steel wire with vinyl coated finish. The 

supports are available in ring and hook head styles which make it easy to gather 

branches and stems to offer a strong support. Both ring and hook style head 

supports allow the plants to get in easily and sway gently in the wind. The 

supports can be pushed deep into the soil easily for providing stable support. It 

is lighter than bow plant supports. It is a perfect plant support for tall flowers or 

young fast-growing plants. It ensure your flowers and plants grow straightly. Its 

idle for indoors, outdoors and greenhouse. 

 

 

This support can be easily pushed deep into the ground for upper plant 

stability. High temperature powder coated to give a durable weather resistant 

finish.  

Garden Plant Support Stakes  
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Specification: 

Material: galvanized steel wire. 

Height: 24″, 36″, 40″, 44″, 48″, 54″. 

Diameter: 1.5″, 2″, 2.25″, 2.38″, 2.75″, 3″, 3.5″. 

Surface treatment: vinyl coated. 

Type: ring or hook shape or other type. 
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Wire compost bin is made out of plastic coated sturdy steel so it will stand up 

to the elements. It can be easily erected and will hold up to 15.6 cu feet of 

compost. Easily use 4 spiral clasps to fit the panels together and fold flat to 

storage when not in use. In addition, there are various sizes provided for you 

which can be combining for separating different types of waste materials. Such 

as cooking compost, yard waste compost and finished compost.  

    

Specification Details 

Material: Heavy duty steel wire. Process: Welding. 

Size: 30" × 30" × 36", 36" × 36" × 30" , 48" × 48" × 36", etc. 

Wire Diameter: 2.0 mm.，Frame diameter: 4.0 mm. 

Mesh opening: 40 × 60, 45 × 100, 50 × 100 mm, or customized. 

Surface Treatment: Powder coated, PVC coated. 

Color: Rich black, dark green, anthracite grey or customized. 

Assembly: Connected with spiral clasps or other connectors as your request. 

 

Wire Composter Bin 
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SOD Staples is also called U Staples, Ground Cloth Staples, Landscape Fabrics 

Staples, Weed mat Pins, Irrigation Staples, Irrigation Drip Tubing Staples, 

Soaker Hoses Staples, etc. Galvanized Garden Staples are Hot Dipped 

Galvanized for rust prevention and to increase the durability. To top this up, the 

staples are Zinc coated to enhance the rust prevention. The Galvanized Staples 

are ideal for securing ground sheets, netting, garden pipes, weed fabric, 

landscape fabric, bark coverings, hoses, cables, artificial grass, polythene 

sheets, netting etc. 

 

SOD Staples  
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Product Description: 

Type: U-shaped nail 

Material: hot-dip galvanizing 

Size: 3mm*35mm*150mm 

 

 Hundreds commercial and professional uses with: Landscape fabric, Geo cloth, 

ground tissues, turf saver, burlap, fleece, like rabbits, squirrels, gophers... keep 

dogs and other animals digging in your gardens and beds, also to secure and pin 

down deer and bird nets, and much more. Best gardening tool to enhance your 

home, patio, garden, raising bed, landscaping projects 
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Features: 

1. U-shaped nail has a smooth surface and a beveled surface. It does not pollute 

the land, which is convenient for installation and environmental protection. 

2. Green U shape part, more beautiful 

3. Surface galvanized, anti-rust 

4. Manufactured from hardened steel, galvanized for corrosion protection 

5. Beveled ends for easy penetration. 

6. Easy to installation and construction. 
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Wire dog crates, also called dog training crates or dog training cages, They are 

specially designed for pets training and breeding system. This wire dog crate 

is one of the best values in its category. It's durable enough to last for years 

and comes in sizes for all dogs. Durable design creates a safe place for your 

pet while you're away & provides for your dog's instinctual "den" instincts.  

 

 Two main different surface treatments 

 hot dipped galvanized surface  

powder coating surface  

Available in powder coated or galvanized finish. Modular in design so you can 

add panels or gates to meet your needs.  

 

Animal Cage  
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Specifications 

 Heavy duty type 

 Dia32mm frame pipe and Heavy 

Dia3.8mm/Dia4mm black welded mesh 

 Modular panel size 

available (W*H) 

  1m *1.2m; 1.5m * 1.8m;2m *1m 

 2m *1.8m; 2m *1.7m; 2m *2.2m 

 Kennel Size 

 6ft x 4ft x 4ft, 6ft x 4ft x 6ft ,6 ft x 4ft x 8ft or 

custom size 

 Product Color 
 Black or custom as  your required 

 Surface: 
 Black (Metal Grey )Powder Coated 

 -A front and a side door for convenience 

 - Durable antirust black epoxy coating 

 - Set-up and fold-down in seconds, no tools needed 

 - Metal Pan 

 -Folds for storage or travel 

 - Ideal for all pets, pregnant or sick animal 

 - Perfect for indoor and outdoor use 

 Carry handle for easy transportation 
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Do you want have an indoor dog pen to provide your pet with more space to 

move around while still confining him to a specific area .Outdoor dog pens 

allow you to keep your dog in your yard without a fence, give your dog the 

ability to play outside unsupervised and off-leash, give your pup space to play 

and hang around in the outdoors. This exercise pen can be with or without a 

door. It comes with 8 ground anchors and a durable e-coat finish to protect 

against rust and other elements for outdoor use. No tools required for 

assembly a safe and secure play area for dogs, cats and rabbits, whether 

indoors or outside. If you dogs need a larger play area, or you have multiple 

pets, you can connect two exercise pens together using the included snap 

hooks or make it to different shapes you want .Also you can use this fence as 

a playpen, training pen, or portable exercise yard. 

 

 

   

Animal/ Dog Exercise Pen 
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Kennel Size 24ft,32ft,40ft or custom size 

Product Color Black or custom as  your required 

Surface: Durable Black E-Coat Finish 

Features Practical shape, intimate detail design, strong and durable, 

Capacious Space, simple and quick install 
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Made from quality rust resistant galvanized iron wire, this humane animal trap 

cage is built to last for years. Featuring a spring loaded door trap with protected 

handle and an automatic locking system that is swift in operation; this cage is 

designed to ensure safety of both animals and users.  

 

Collapsible traps have a Space Saving Design for easy storage. When ready to 

use, just lift the handle and the trap pops into place! Constructed of sturdy 

wire mesh with steel reinforcements for long life, and galvanized for 

maximum resistance to rust and corrosion. Mesh openings are smaller than 

competing traps of comparable size to prevent escapes and stolen bait. Spring 

loaded door and sensitive trigger ensure quick, secure captures. Solid door 

and handle guard protect user during transportation, while smoothed internal 

edges protect and prevent injuries to animals.  

Animal Trap Cage 
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This collapsible cage is easy to assemble with a few clicks and no tools are 

required. Easy to transport and store this cage is perfect for gardeners and 

homeowners who want a safe, efficient and humane way to rid themselves of 

pests. Small animal trap cages are generally used to catch mice and voles. 

Medium trap cages are for capturing squirrels, rabbits, cats and raccoons. 

Large animal trap cages are used to capture stray dogs. 
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Specification Details 

 

Materials Dimensions Weight Number 

of Doors 

Door Type 

Galvanized steel; 

one-piece 

12-gaugewire 

mesh; plastic 

carrying handle 

31.98”x10.6” x 

12.14” 

9.95 lb. 1 Spring-loaded 

36” x 10” x 12” 12.75 lb. 2 Spring-loaded 

32” x 10.5” x 12.5 10.26 lb. 1 Spring-loaded 

32” x 10” x 12” 13.25 lb. 1 Spring-loaded 

 

 

 

Durable Traps are Built to Last 

The ANT MARCH Large one-Door 
Animal Trap is designed to remain 

reliable and sturdy enough to 
withstand the pressures of outdoor 

conditions as well as the unruly animals 
you may trap. Each trap is constructed 

with rust-resistant, galvanized, 12-
gauge wire mesh that provides long-
lasting protection for your property 
from damage-causing animal pests. 

Innovative Safety Features 

Safety for both people and animals is 
always a priority when designing a 

trap. The Large 1-Door Animal Trap is 
no exception. The spring-loaded door 
ensures the animal remains securely 

inside until its time of release and 
helps to prevent escapes while the 
large handle guard minimizes the 

chance of contact between you and 
the animal during transport. Inside the 

trap, the edges are smoothed to 
prevent injuries to the animal during its 

time in the trap.. 
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HOW TO SET UP THE CAGE: 

 

1. Cut off the fixed cable ties. 2. Take out the rear door lock. 3. Unfold the cage. 

4. Fix the cage shape by pressing the “U” support arm into the fixing clip. 5. 

Secure the rear door with the rear door lock. 6. Connect the trigger arm to the 

pedal (Image-4) and the “U” hook in the front door. 7. Press the front door 

lock with your thumb and pick up the front door, then carefully hand the door 

on the trigger hook that connected to the trigger arm. 8. Fully assembled and 

ready to use. 
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Partial of Products &Packing& Shipping 
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Standard Wire Gauge (SWG) to Millimeter Conversion Chart 

Gauge 

mm 

Diameter Common Uses  

8g. 4 

 

9g.  3.5 

 

10g. 3 

Welded mesh (50mm aperture): 

 Security fencing, strong garden fencing 

 large-dog enclosures 

12g. 2.5 

Welded mesh (50 mm aperture): 

 Security fencing, garden fencing 

 large-dog enclosures, sheep, deer & goat 

fencing 

14g. 2 

Welded mesh (25mm – 50mm aperture): 

 Garden fencing 

 medium-dog enclosures, fox, sheep, deer, 

goat fencing 

15g. 1.8 

 

16g. 1.6 

Welded mesh (13mm – 25mm aperture): 

 Small bird aviaries, pet rabbit runs etc. 

Welded mesh (13mm– 20mm aperture): 

 Rodent cages and parakeet aviaries 

Welded mesh (25mm aperture): 

 Cat enclosures, squirrel protection, tree 

guards 

Welded mesh (50mm aperture): 

 Garden fencing. Small-dog enclosures 
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Company Information: 

Dress: HuangHua Economic Development Zone, HeBei Province 

Tel: 0086 -0317-5627321 

Fax：0086 -0317-5627321 

Email ：jessie@ysmetalfence.com 

 info@ysmetalfence.com 

 WHATS APP: 15076761936 

 Web: www.ysmetalfence.com 
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